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Objective

As Army Officer, managed a 38-member multi-vendor team in providing on-site expertise and 
support to the US Military's senior staff (Joint Staff) for a $22 million DoD task contract. As a 
Military operations research, maneuver, and Information Operations (EW &amp; Cyber).

Skills

Leadership, Management, Problem Solving.

Work Experience

Army Officer
ABC Corporation  1982 – 2003 
 Deployed locations for Operation Enduring Freedom.
 Coordinated planning &amp; execution of operational fires to accomplish the units mission.
 Developed &amp; implemented automation architecture for the land forces operational fires 

mission.
 Responsible for the day-to-day operations of 1000+ soldier organization.
 Led a staff consisting of over 60 soldiers and contractors in providing voice and data services 

to the theater logistics command during a major outage of services due to a damaged fiber 
optic cable in the atlantic ocean, reestablishing command and control operations within two 
hours of the alert.

 Developed the certification and training exercise to validate the units readiness for 
deployment to afghanistan, verifying readiness for over 1,200 soldiers and validating 93% of 
the deploying equipment.

 Highly experienced in all aspects of planning, training, and evaluation.

Army Officer
Delta Corporation  1982 – 2003 
 Logistic officer working on providing sustainment to all American troops in Europe.
 Currently serve as a Fire Support Officer.
 Lead a team of individual soldiers and am responsible for their safety and well being as well 

as completing the mission on hand.
 This experience has taught me how to think critically and make calculated decisions in high 

stress environments.
 Completed 20 months of training, worked for engineering service class.
 Commissioned Officer and Army Aviation Helicopter Pilot Qualified and rated Aviator for the 

CH-47F Chinook Army Helicopter As platoon leader, duties .
 Retired as LTC.

Education

Bachelor's in Economics - (Northern Illinois University - DeKalb, IL)
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